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NIGHT LIGHTS

i remember i used to go to the grocery
as a boy, and as boys do - forgot to
take

rrv

shoes
and as a s1..ll1nnertime-after-thought
regretted it, sun blistered pavement
roaring at

rrv

feet.

and it's that way now, when

rrv

l

forget

arrror,

lying lightly-like in the darkness
after a way with the girl-next-door-like,
likely,
there is something to be said for strength and strongnessit asserts itself quite nicely
as the voice of our wills.

David Williams
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STAY AWHILE

UNTITLED

you searched the world
over to find the one
you left was right.

to watch her moving
wind through white winter grass
sometimes
delicately through
silly archaic customs
and
social rigidity
with her
surely alive body

Rat

to catch her mornings
sunshine sliding down face planes
glancing
from ends of tumbled hair
lightning flashes
of her imagination
through everydayworld thought

FOR HIM IN HIS ANGUISH
So hard then
To sit down
When I know what you know
That I know that you ...

to see her sleeping
now
body gently curved curled
cheek against
a stuffed orange cat
fragments of a tear
hurt like a child
by my indifference

And just us,
For someones don't listen
Too well to speakings
And left handed leakings
That speak in the night.
My silence could tell you
How well we'd forgotten
The easiness; queasiness
Stripped our perceptions
And now we sit quiet.

Carolyn Pearson

So hard then
To get down
what I know that you know
That I listen no JIDre
Roberta Webster
2

DICHOTOMY
The cost <of course)
Of needing
Unheeding patterned stabs
Of logic
Bleeding like a splintered Christ
Is something like dying
But slower
Maybe even purer
When you think of how
No mercy comes
Of pleading
He holds his icy hatchet high
In one hand poised
The other strokes my aching head
And needs me.
Roberta Webster

BlANK

Fear and Ignorance hold hands
And dance louder at a silence.

Rat

PSALM

To the Great-One
I entrust my fate
a little-one
Like a match to a tall flame
or a raindrop to the ocean
Let that be my art
and the heart of my rej oining
it is strong
and the wind knows the way
wearing down temporal pains
and leaving granite souls to bear
the weight of dead men's eyes
I shall be quickly at that place
where all my linibs are brought together
it is that place
that ripped me from my mother's flesh
and sat me down among others
to be made as them
to be made again
when all my soul's stuff had vanished
and my chest ached
at dark unsaid ideas of seeds
that might ~w up
or might die
I have been delivered
and the enemies of the earth
cannot suffer me
I am cast out as I turn away
their hands are put up before me
and their voices are loud
but the sea still comes again
and the Great-One touches all
with an omnipresent hand.
David Williams
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MAYBE SHE JUST WANTS TO BE AlDNE FOR AWHILE
There's a lady I know who lives in concrete
With sidewalks frozen gray on her either side
She's walled behind smiles and too many years of trying not to turn away
the runners who come ready to burn in their desire
Like gasolined Buddhist priests waiting to flame for the sake of other's lies
And the runners do stretch like elastic night
Dreaming themselves to be suns if only they can catch hold of her fire
But though in the distance they race round
Like burnt-out or perhaps not yet lit streaks of lightning
They lose their fever for the sake of fear
And slow their strides to a freeze and practice their nonchalant habits
So they come to only standing (not reaching) when they finally meet her door
NON some 1IB11 has his hand on the brass knocker
.
Ready to bang his brains on the flat surface .h e believes her open arms to be
He knows only one dimension
And though he stands on a mountain made of the hard substance 1IB11 leaves
behind when he dies
He still sees no depth-~
For he never looks up or down
He only looks out
He knows no distance
But what he wants to cross to touch her
So full of wanting her to make him feel no more
Empty
That he yearns himself off the cliff
And does not know he falls
But continues to run on an air-thin layer ·of what-ifs
And does not feel himself sinking down
Until he hits the concrete
She has built to keep the blood of blind climbers with no sense of footing
From coloring her face and splattering her unlaced curtains that break in
small ways to let the sun in
But stay closed to the view of the runners burning and icing into things
not themselves
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And she waits for the knock on her door but will not answer when it comes

For she has come to calling all rapping the w::>rk of dead spirits that will
not rest
And she would keep the miles between herself and those who have learned
her name
And between her want to hear and the sound of their voices
For she knows not whom to answer -nor what to say
So she sits insid e her guitar
Braided like a child's song within the strings
And hums her sorrow silently
While searching for the rhythm lost in the rain
And longing inside her begs something stary the same
But the faces freezing in the doorway keep changing
And only the running renE.ins
Hot and cold LlIld all that's in between
While a lady I know sings high and cries low
And wants for a way to flow past the concrete walls
And the sound of sometimes lovers bleeding at the edge of her door
Bear

MlillMEN

rradrnen
rradrnen
in a land of Fantasy
not so
sadrnen
living Dreams our eyes can't See
rradrnen
rradrnen
in your minds you're Free
all your lucky
rradrnen
is there room for me?
Samny
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UNTITLED
I took to building parishes of comfort
When all my staid cathedrals
Crashed earth-bound in a stained glass
Splintered hump.
My memory finds their hand-tooled excellency
Still backgrounded by the same
Pale blue aura of hope: no rain today?
But rain came (as it can) in torrents
And washed my sacred dreams downhill
To the dusty bottom, broken.
Have you spoken to your God?
Stitch together pieces
Holy, crazy patchwork flag
Waving in the breezeless dark.
And in my mind the pale blue hope
Keeps smiling on the fragment glass
The image of tomorrows, cracked
And laughing in their imperfections.

(REMEMBER 'IRE DEAD)
I

remember the
dead
silence in her guts
even when her mouth whimpered.
see her crawling
crymg
cringing
On hands that were dirty- bloody
after they hit her
so
many tim!=s.
fine hair matted with
filth and blood
teeth broken at ragged angles
and one eye puffed up.

Roberta Webster
Afterward
she had nightmares
and
sometimes
didn't really "relate" to people
They thought she was strange.
That was why they stoned her?

ALAS, POOR TOULOUSE
Spinning life-sized
Patterned illusions,
Knit one ... purl two;
Interlocking dream-states,
Assorted confusions,
Purl one ... knit two.
Weaving and waving,
Rejecting intrusions,
He stood alone
In the midst of his task,
And having woven his mind-web
His creation completed,
Alas, poor Toulouse,
We now find him dead.

Carolyn Pearson

Hazel Dyer
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APPLE

The world turns like i l l apple in my hand
I ' m a child IIK)ving a red piece of life roW1d and roW1d
Trying to catch the SW1 on one s ide or the other
In order to see the places that shine
I ' ve always hated dull apples
All the way to school I rubbed my winter corduroys slick
with a straight from Washington State Big Red in my mittened hand
Just so some gray headed old lady with no children of her own
Would smile on me like God doing a toothpaste commercial from heaven
When I gave her my W1g01den but very delicious scarlet polished fruit
from the NorthcoW1try
Stored since spring in a farmer ' s cellar
Shipped 3,000 miles to be carried 3 city blocks and rubbed to a glow
on green-ribbed jeans
To finally land like a cardinal in full feather in her spinstered l ife
Just .for the sake of one smile for one child
Who believes the earth to live in her hand
So now my friend when I turn to you
With this poem hanging face down and extended from my arm
Wi ll you grin just because I ' ve rW1 the words against myself for so long
trying to make them outshine the drab backgroW1d of my VOl ce
I know sometimes I rub til I bruise the meat inside
And it's no longer good to eat
So it sits on my desk and rots til even the surface turns brown
But believe me I never meant to damage the sweetness
I just wanted the outside to reflect the inside SW1
SO I could see my way out of the night
It's the only apple I ' ve got
And I ' ve worked so hard to IIBke it better than it already is
I' ve walked 21 years to light here in your branches with a bit of
red life in my hand
I f your fingers are empty
Won ' t you take a held to what I stretch your way
And perhaps shine a little warm in my direction
As I watch the world spin like a carousel about me
Or like an apple in my hand
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POEM ABOUT LOVING YOU MORE THAN SLEEP
Curled inside your soft arms
2 AM wanting subdues to corning -7 AM responsibilities
I tell myself sleep but every eye of me is wide open to the rush
of your touch as it slides across my skin
I lock my voice inside my throat
Leaving our conversation in safe keeping til tOJIDrrow
But with my ear pressed against your neck I hear the feelings that
words could never show
Singing my name between the rhytlun of your breathing and the rUI1Illng
of your heart
Can't leave us til later my friend
For your sweet smile may not spread so swarmingly around us come
another time
We might not get this high again
And with gentle strokes you row your thoughts to shore
You lay me inside blond backed sand
And rock me like . a babe in your arms
Folded into smiles for miles inside the circle of your limbs
Shaded by the flow of night colored streams of hair
With the sun bursting at our fingertips
Searing right through my skin
Opening to you
Lover come on in
And the fire climbs higher fed by the oil of our loving
Til the flames lick all of us into their JIDuth
And I'm reborn in the heat of closer growing
And slowly cooled with a trinkle of sweet words dripping from your
lips
The dawn draws melting lines across the sky
And the candle lays satin spread across the table
I crawl back first into the hollow of you--fit right in
And with the salt-sweet savor of us still fresh in my JIDuth
I take a quick sip of sleep to chase all that feeling down into me
And curl for an hour JIDre into soft arms
And sing "Love You" over and over again in time with the ticking of the clock.
Bear
8

AM MORNING
AM morning
The world belongs to me and the milkman
Crisp stepping me striding the open sidewalk
There's no crowd to weave through
Just empty corners waiting for old men who haven ' t yet come to
take their daily places
And store window mannequins with cheap painted faces
Something like brown eyes and alITDst red lips are chipping away
I ' ve no reason to feel shame for painted women who are fading gray
They ' ve known times of a 100 dollars a day
I've never worked for more than the minimum wage
$1 . 60 for a table wiped or a paper typed
Now I hear $2 . 00 will be the fee required by the average employee
But that's no concern of mine
I've decided to live on Hansel and Gretel's bread crumbs
And find gingerbread houses with the witches all vacationing In Jamaica
But· if the birds beat me to it
Well I guess I'll have to face selling my time someday
But right now its a blue-eyed day waking over head
There ' s a little fog glued in the corners of the valleys
But the rivers are rushing down the mountain sides
Soon they ' ll wash the clouds into the sky
And I ' ve coins singing in my pockets and nothing pressuring me
But the town coming to open shop and consume their bows, hoses,
and pick up their laundry
But right now they're still unaware
That me and the milkman are running the world quite well out here
Got a nice system going
He gives full bottles for empty ones
I just kind of let things be and they do the same for me
So til the people are alarmed into their responsibilities
Of ordering the day around
I ' m a feeling fine
It ' s AM time breaking blue above -- fading pink around the edges
Hands in my pockets
My mouth in a grin
Makes me want to live In a continuous serles of beginnings
9

But guess I feel the sun thinking 'bout working his way towards noon
Reckon I better find a way to go
Some black-topped direction headed towards tomorrow
I' 11 walk high in the aJ..rrost· heated day
And hope I ride inside some semi through the nignt
If the driver will share that demon that eats away his sleep
I'll watch the world turn to disappearing
And when he asks me where I'm bound
All I can ~ell him is I just want to arrive wherever with m:::>rning
spreading wide
Let me out just inside the day by the white uniformed man
with a bottle of empty and bottle of milk in his hands
And I am AM soaring through another blue-eyed day til I land on
another tar-faced road
Hitching rides--working when I have to--Living when I can
Giving some of me to sleep when by body demands
Just walking my sweet life through every m:::>rning town I find
still caught in , closed eyes and wrapped in night gowns.
Bear

UNTITLED
A million lights, each different,
conform to nonconformity.
The city, mass on mass, stands tall,
reflecting itself into the night.
Those who marvel hour on lonely hour
are special,
dreaming perhaps of better times
or maybe even happiness.
Those contented have little time
for such absurd fancies.
Jeff Scott
10

UNTITLED
I took a ride
on a three-speed bike
Zooming
through
the
ralll.

Puddle-splashing,
Eye-lashing
the raindrops
that took Yesterday
by surprise
Calmost-drowned-but-didn't)
I guess my cycle-sailing
Days aren't over ...
CI once thought only kids could be this foolish)
Guess I took Me
by surprise
Calmost-drowned-but-didn't)

UNTITLED
A sea of sun passed along our way,
it could never flood the ocean of
tranquility you've gently pressed
against my shores.

Zooming
through
the
rain!

Not crashing or pounding, but
slowly rapping and letting
me know life exists outside
the shell I inhibit.

Jim Maggard

I wish the waves would spray my
heart open so I could wash the
depths of your mind and leave
my love.
Lynne Gannon
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UNTITLED
'The fox raced away from t1)e herding ma.sses of flesh
Like I ran from you,
Wanting to escape the terror of the oncoming forces.
Why do animals flee?
'The sole reason could not be simply pain.
Pain can be taken to some degrees.
It must be self-esteem.
To see one's self slaughtered and having others use your pelt to
their advantage.
It's a horrible way to end a life.
Pat Neace
REFLECTIONS OF A PART-TIME WINO
With rusting eyes I watch
'The seasons go beyond the reach
Of my shaking, grape-rotted hands,
'The Key and hme are changed .

SISTER
Uncertain in the dance
She stumbled,
Stretching her wide-opened
round-about vessels
Toward a cloudless sky.
And when she saw
How dry it answered,
She cut herself in pulsing veins
To keep the earth from parching.

Young women come and go
With all their art about them,
'Their April mouths go laughing by
To where the trees and young men are.
'The key and tune are changed.
'The sable lanes and emerald fields

Are fused with the sounds of children
Playing hard t heir sweet and sunburnt games
... 1 would I were a child again. I would
I were a child. The key and tune are changed.
With rusting eyes I watch ...
George Mills
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Roberta Webster

"STONEY BEGINNING"
empress gail
relgns in the northeast corner of a
classroomconvertedintoanoffice,
feline grace embodied in a green shirt with long
pointy
collars
(usually-or at least that's how my mind's eye sees it.)
period.
end of sentence.
"Feline?" you might ask.
(migawd! who let that kapital F in here?!
"out, damn F! out, i say!-what would e. e. cummings say?")
(ladies and gentlemen--would you believe me if i told you
that i thought i had contrived a rhyme in my mind until i
wrote it down and discovered to my bemuse:rrent that the two
words rhymed because they were both the same word?)
Ah, 'tis a wondrous thing,
the way the Mind of the Poet works.
o frabjous day! callooh callay! ,
he chortled in his joy.
(copyright 1968 by Lewis Carroll)
Meanwhile, back at the ranch .
(gasp! a cliche
in the midst of this-Victorian sonnet?)
feline-not because she roars like the MGM lion,
nor because she has long white whiskers or a little
pink
nose
or a rough tongue-(sandpaper lips sink ships!!)-but because she mews like the MTM kitten.
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(Tee hee:
That was an inside joke
Which will be understood
Only by those of us \-Jho
Watch TV on Saturday ni ghts .)
empress gail's domain
is the enchanted forestland
"nestled in the foothills"
where TB is not a dread respiratory disease.
(And that, my fellow rnoreheadians
was an inside joke
which will be understood
only by those of us who
--crack walnuts, bend straws, paint carrels-take your pick!!!!
it doesn't make a damn bit of difference"
it isn't integral to the plot at all-on Saturday nights.)
lay me out on sunday afternoons,
what rnore can i say but thirty?
and love means never having to say you're thirty.
("out, damn paraphrase, out i say!-what would erich segal say?)
here's to you, and to health and wealth,
and May We All Live to See Thirty.
(But that's the title of my doomsday poem,
which I've never written and probably never will
because I don't believe I'll live to see it.
In other words, this isn r t my doomsday poem
This is my poem about empres s gail,
because I believe I'll live to see her.)
Thirty.
Brad Fahrney
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CHRISTMAS BALlAD

the tinsel on the Christmas tree
hangs limp like the disinherited umbilical cord
of some interterrestrial traveler
amid the bye-bye j ingle-bells litter
of our material-maternal society
in socks and illlderwear at 7 :45 A.M.
on the ITDrning of our supreme sacrament
and our tribute to both the quick and then the dead
illld like an irresistible-force-long-playingeddie albert-album, filtered, changed,
and rearranged and marketed,
(under a new name of course) NEW SUPER-'TWO!
in the form of a light-melo-ctrama-horrow-sex flick
Click-Click-Click-Click-Click .....
a thousand tiny pictures animating one fell movement,
i keep thinking the same things.
and just as much as the shadow of the light in darkness
kind of seeing,
the flutter-heart (pound, pound) fancy of the
go-bump-in-the-night variety,
and the feelings of the eyeless sight in the back of my head
i feel pointlessly aware and disconcerted
i have a wonder that falls on me sometimes
like dorothy's house on the witch , with all the
resulting shoes and travel-in a dream-in this
bulletin-board illusionary existence that i leadand that is how a solitary individual,
liberal and sagacious-knowing all the impending dangers
could possibly foresee a commitment
honest and fair in two's judgment
one to another.
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but sometimes on an occasion like a pizza,
or a walk around the block, 'or sitting in front
of your mother's and your father's houseat the dawning of our elastic moment
(stretching out the clockwork of the unl verse,
heartening sprinters everywhere,
while outraging swis s timekeepers)
my ten-hour-minute before i let you go
1 •••••

yes, how do i say it?
- i feel perhaps, that you and i
might put an answer to my questions
for awhile.
David Williams

HAVE A LIFESAVER

walked into their meeting.
as the door slammed behind
they all stared from their
circle position. looking with
googoo eyes round and deep.
their words rang oval me as
they fell from their mouths.
smelling like peppermint, spearmint,
and testament. "Pray for Peace"

u
on the ceiling
the naked bulb makes
a naked shadow.

Rat

Rat
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SELF PORTRAIT
I never could draw a straight line
(or a crooked one for that matter)
But remember how I scatter
My words across the page
Disordered, embroidered
And sometimes lacing an idea
Between the threadwork and the thread.

AND WONDER WHERE YOU SLEEP

Forgive me my woodcut-less ignorance
ink blankness
My skill-less oil and canvas ...

My pen and

I fingerpaint the smiles on children.
My aberrated figures dance unanimated

In their blotchy, formless gowns
Unsharpened by an eye that sees patterns,
Unsculpted by a hand that dots "i's"
Olivia Stone

In silent solitude of morning
Your smile drifts through my mind.
Amid the rush to
somewhere
and
something
My heart stops to remember
You.
When the world has hushed its roaring
And I sit alone in the velvet hush
of night
I listen to the silence
And wonder where you sleep,
Tonight.
'
Sammy

AND NOW A FEW WORDS CONCERNING MIKE'S MOUSTACHE:
"That hairy-brown walrus-frown
that so very slyly engulfs his
mouth and chin rrBkes him look
scary, but he's not."
(He's the best friend I've got.)
Jim Maggard
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LET I S EXPERIENCE MATTER
Try to think farther and farther,

Stretch the mind.
Inconceivable thoughts are hard to find.
Beyond the reaJJn of corrmon thinking
Are things to be reasoned.
They are so close
Yet untouchable.
Man accepts sensitive knowledge,
(The answers handed down)
He does not go within or without.
A chair is a chair, a table, a table.
There is more.
Expand. Tear it down!
Colors, shapes, patterns, designs,
Concepts achieved by the eyes.
They deceive.
Yet many depend on sight to believe.
Rough, hard, smooth, soft,
Mere sensation by touch.
In dreams one senses holding a glass,
Awakened the glass is not.
The mind can not s~e, the mind can not feel.
It has no way to prove what is false what lS real.
Existence it knows, thinking it does
Within boundaries
Stretch its reasoning farther and farther,
1):;solve the lines.
Ask this one question
"What is Matter?"
Violet Rae Webster
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UNTITLED
Sometimes I feel like a grain of sand,
An individual on a beach with many.
I exist on the beach
While people walk on me,
The sun bakes me,
And the darkness covers me.
I've often wondered
If the beach could go on without me.
Like if the tide should suddenly come in and whisk me away,
Or if I should get stuck on the wet knee of a four year old,
Would the beach survive?
They say;
(I don't know who they are, but)
They say my father was a rock
And that he was built into a big castle near the sea.
If only I could be part of a castle
Then everyone would remember me.
But if I was part of a castle
It would only be a sand castle some carefree children made.
And if I should be blown off the castle by the wind .
My area would just be patched up with others of my kind.
A grain of sand really isn't worth IIlllch.
Is 'it?
Pat Neace

UNTITLED
I am here.
I am now.
I am a grain of sand on
the shores of eternity,
a snowflake in a glass bubble
that a child turns over and
over, a bit of dust.
I am here for an instant,
a brief portion of recorded time.
I will come and
I will go
They will IIDurn me for a IIDment,
then I will be gone,
forever.

19
Sammy

WITHOUT ROPES
If it seems I walk a little shakey
Like a WOIIBIl caught in the too real tremors of palsy
Please understand I've not really fell ill
It's only I'm falling well as can be expected of a Plateau Person
Who has decided to climb mountains without the aid of lumberjacklooking instructors
And without a sense of rope
I haven't even enough to hang myself "lith
I'm the one that grabs hold of a very secure appearing ledge
And learns only after the sand crumbles in the grips of my hands
That I see what I want more than what is
Not even rock can tolerate too IIBIly years of rain without reason
And must at some time sigh in disgust at the approach of hungry
fingers pawing at its edge once again
Though I being just one more straw am caught crashing mid- air
And looking like the cause of a landslide
Which destroyed wheat waiting harvest in the valley
And damned the river back
And am therefore the receiving end of too IIBIly fumbled passes
And a backboard for anger thrown dart-style (steel cold and feathered )
For the loss others feel but wish hard not to know
Empty barns and flooded fields came with no warning or any apparent reason
Except me
Though I'm only one
But am a foreign face--flat-footed from walking on the plains
And with no rope to call my own
Due to my dislike for dangling between mountain tops and the sound
of my trying crashing (for no reason, unless ignorance is now a
cause instead of a condition) shattered and silly looking to the
until now unfelt ground
And I am only one
But do hear the mumble and hurt from red- checkered mountain men
with scarred faces and broken limbs
Cursing my impatience which brought them so much pain
And yet will not talk when I came too late to listen
So I might not break again the faces of cliffs
That have grown insecure under too much passing wpi ,-,-1.- '
20

I believe them to know some weak. points in the rock
For I've noticed limps in their walks and skin j ust lately healec
Which seem to suggest that they have broken through ledges
And have felt edges break. through themselves
Would seem they've climbed long years and have learned something of the ropes
But yet refuse to teach me though would love to buil d me cottages
and lace me ' round with children
But have only now distrust and silence
For one who would scale what belongs to all of us
Because I am not one of them
But am only one of myself
And was proud enough and short- sighted too much
To dream of getting high without ropes
Bear

ROSES
Roses somehow smell like pain.
The curling wet of summer tears
Have 112ft tnem fading like
Bleeding reminders of a tryst
\\ii th thorns ,
The smell, so sweet it stuffs
My lungs like sewage ,
Won ' t leave me even
IVhen the petals I blackened ash
Falls lifeless at my feet .
The threat of thorns stays after-Perfumed killer in innocent blush .
Roberta Webster
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MOZART

"CHILD IN THE RAIN"

They blew bombastic trumpets
In the air
And twittered high C squealings
Smokey colored clouds rumbled as if
Till I thought I ' d lose my ears ,
But you just breathed-colliding boxcars .
A quiet stream so full of
Transforming my plcnlc table into a shelter
All your quiet ache crescendos
I huddled to wait out the storm .
Their names are etched
Forevered in the granite tombstones
My arms armored my chest , lanky tresses
Of tOJIDrrows ;
ran races across my face .
But some kind soul
Just penciled your soft letters
Tracks of water pooled in my dimples ,
On a makeshift plaque of sorrows
slipped and danced on my lips .
And somehow you ' re remembered
Even now
Some teeth chatted among themselves , as if
When sirens blow atonally
grumbling about their impressions on my knees. Electric shockwave melodies
Disjointed in a quaking dance .
They stil l blow caustic fortes
Cold leaps of water gathered on my roof ;
cataracted , then forced eddi es around ten toes .And whi ne t hei r pompous fugues
in vi brant air ;
But you just breathe
I b l inked tears and smil ed as fear rode
And I l ie swall owed
the wi nds away .
In the sweetness of your palD.
Attempting warmth and freeing my l imbs .
I escaped to wide open winds .
Roberta Webst er

Scarred skies spat at the earth and
we scurried .

Lyrme Gannon
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I-WP:f
It's some sort of weird animal dream
drifting like Hamlet's father o'er the parapet,
giving me to invitations,
variations
on the theme of blunt
feather-light, cotton-swab ends
points in line
connected like the little wire model atoms
spending spentness
like the shining, stainless steel
remark of a monkey-brawn-nose
first note-redundancy
apple-cord symphony
hurrah,

Just left of center.
David Williams

UNTITLED
Two paths like spectors flash over his life
These thoughts like demons haunt his dreams
To walk as a man or stumble as a boy
To be a clog in today's machinery or to be
free as an elk in nature' s eternity.
Time will enshrine his choice forever.
Sam Quartz
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us
us haven't anywhere to go;
US been here before;
and cinderella horsemen
barked their noses on the door.
penny postmen
couldn't find the words to say,
and we all played
ring-around the prickly-pear,
until time recalled-it wasn't the thing to do.
US got no place to be,
We not with US,
You-backed into
a peaceful corner,
ME-shivering at dreams
and the paradise in your eyes-with a wall around it,
and sunlight
peeping over,
courtesy of G.E.

UNTITLED
I'll never say good-by to you;
You'll never see me leave,
You'll never watch the curtain fall
Or hear the actor grieve~
The time grows brief;
The play must end;
The final act is near;
An empty stage awaits its day
A"1d holds a single tear.

David Williams

You were the artist breathing life
Into an empty shell
But when at last the play is done
The actor dies aswellr
Velma Campbell
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UNTITLED

UNTI TLED
Thi s now i s not for sleeping .
my bed ' s an
angry l over
cold and rough
to touch .
I ti:Ji s t t o rest ,
the quilt binds
deeper
into dreams I
lived through
once .
A concrete faceless wal l
climbs emphatic
rigidity .

I:own
by t he bus- stop
(in the rain)
a young girl
ki ssed
a sol di er
Good- bye
(down by t he bus- stop )
I t was the same place
t hat we had stood
a year ago
(in the rai n )
and
ki ssed
(i t must have been Good- bye )
a year ago ...
. (CfWJGES )

It has not rough
edges ,
fits together well,
but it taps hollow
and straight constricts
my mind .
Courage is made stone .
My ideas and bulbs aloe burnt out .
I have nothing but this
square concept
and hard sheets .
Carolyn Pearson

a year from now ...

Jim Maggard

GENESIS II

UNTITLED
The night is full,
intoxicated.
deep guts stirring turning
tide touched winds walking
March 1
deceptively wonderful
pleasure coating the mind.
heady surge
of deep somethings .
striving to live again
Urgent march ones
laugh
at fools believing
in them.

Matter has taken form,
and clutches hopelessly
to a lost dream, ... and
the Garden has become
no more than a sea of despair,
and each, in some abstract way,
reaches out his arms (oar-like)
to grasp the blue-green depths
of his being,
and wanders aimlessly
in search for the meaning
of all existence,
while voices,
from both yesterday and tomorrow
still into
each hidden crevice of the mind
(like inlets forming from the s~a of life.)
And now, essence lies burrowed
in an embryonic state
until
all else has ceased,
then it too ...
will become a silent nOlse.

soon soft fleece beginnings
turn to
empty-faced
roarmg

Hazel Dyer

This sweet compelling violence
will end in
dull dropped thunder.
Carolyn Pearson
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"AND THAT'S WHEN 1'11 DISCOVER THAT REVENGE IS SWEET .•• "

by Brad Fahrney
Bright sunlight slithered into Mabel's bedroom at a most
annoying angle, almost as if Mother Nature had decreed, "Point
the spotlight on Mabel Friebus' bed to singe her eyeballs and make
her uncomfortably warm, so that she'll get her ass out of bed."
(Mother Nature has been known to use rather bawdy language on
occasion.) The trick worked--Mabel opened her eyes, saw that it
was only 10:40, rolled around in a vain attempt to find a cool
and comfortable position, and finally stumbled out of bed, grumbling and cursing the new day.
Mabel donned her once-fuzzy-but-now-matted green slippers
and shuffled out into the living room of her modest frame abode.
She turned the television set on and plopped her droopy 51-yearold frame onto the worn-out corduroy couch. Mabel detested the
feel of corduroy against her skin, especially since she read The
Sensuous Woman, but when one has a choice of lying on a corduroy
couch or on the cold, dirty floor, one learns to put up with such
things.
It suddenly dawned on Mabel that today was Thursday. "So
where the hell is Lizzie?" she grumbled to the past week's accumulation of empty beer cans and cigarette butts which adorned the
'floor. They didn't reply, which annoyed her even further, so she
picked up the smudgy beige telephone from the plywood end table
and dialed Edna's nwnber. Now that she'd had her morning's
aggravation, and her adrenal in was flowing, Mabel was ready to
talk.
Edna was a very important person in Mabel's life these days.
In fact, outside of Lizzie the cleaning lady, Edna was the only
person in Mabel's life. Edna was the person at whom Mabel directed most of her talking, and talking was the only thing Mabel did
IIRlch of at all.
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Mabel and Edna were two distinctly diffe!::"'ent people. Mabel
was a slovenly, overweight, paranoid, lethargic, neurotic, nailbiting, compulsive-television-watching divorcee who had settled
with her husband for just enough to keep her suburban hovel and to
pay Lizzie to come in every Thursday to clean it up--and that's
all . She very seldom left the house, for she had nowhere to go,
no way to get there, and no money to spend if she ever did get
there.
Edna , on the other hand, was a $3S,000-a-year career woman,
one of the top psychologists in Burbank, happily married to a
continuity writer who made $9000 a year. (He wasn't quite as
happily married as she was, for his bruised male breadwinner ego
would probably never heal; nevertheless, he had no qualms about
spending his wife's money on a spleen-shaped swimming pool, two
sauna baths and a solid-gold harpsichord .) Edna and her hubby had
3. 2 children, the .2 child being their adopted 4-year-old, weird
little Leroy, illegitimate son of Mabel, born ten months after
her divorce from Emmanuel Friebus , who snored-- so loudly, in fact,
that Mabel bashed him in the face to silence him with her matted
green slipper one morning at 3: 19, thus breaking his nose and inspiring him to sue for divorce.
Mabel was selfish, overbearing and unstable; Edna was genteel, wannly understanding and professionally stable . The only
thing they had in common was that they were sisters .
"Good morning, Dr. Brodkin's office."
"Lemme speak to Edna."
"Well, Dr. Brodkin is with a client presently--may I
take a message?"
A disgruntled pause.

"This is Mabel."

"Oh, Mrs. Fi.:>iebus! You must forgive me--I didn't recognize your voice this morning, for some reason--one moment,
please, Mrs. Friebus."
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And Mabel was put on hold 'for what seemed to her to be an
eternity, but which was actually only 38.9 seconds. Edna was always gladly willing to drop whatever she was doing to speak to
poor, neurotic Mabel. She felt that it was her sisterly duty,
partly because of professionalsim (if it were to become widely
known that Dr. Edna Brodkin's own sister was the one who made the
now-famous sequence of collect obscene phone calls to the mayor of
Sacramento last Thanksgiving, her professional reputation would
suffer irreparable damage), and partly because of guilt (When Edna
was 11, she teasingly slipped a garter snake under the covers at
the foot of 9-year-old Mabel's bed, and any textbook will tell you
that garter snakes under the covers at the age of nine invariably
leads to instability.)
"Hello, Mabel, so sorry to keep you waiting .... "
"Well, think nothing of it, Edna. So Hhat if my ear breaks
out in a rash from holding a silent telephone receiver up to it
for any length of time? I suppose that's the price one must pay
when one has a wealthy and successful sister such as youself--"
"Yes, well, Mabel, my attention is all yours now. I hope
you're feeling better this morning than you were when I talked
to you last night."
"Guess again. Today promises to be a classic. Lizzie
hasn't shown up yet, even though I told her in no uncertain terms
last Thursday that she had better start getting her ass here at
8:00 sharp so that she can be finished and out of the house before I get up. The less I see of her, the better--I wouldn't
trust her any farther than I could throw her--I just know that if
I had anything worth stealing, she'd steal it!"
ill

"Now, now, Mabel, cheer up--what kind of mood
on such a bright, sunny morning as this?"

lS

that to be

"Yeah, sunny. I wish someone Vlould do something about that
damned sunlight! I was having the most exciting dream--a king
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cobra was wrapped arotmd my leg, slowly climbing up--when the
damned stmlight comes bursting into the room, waking me up ... "
"King cobra--oh, dear ... "
"I tried to go back asleep and pick up the dream where it
left off, but it was too late. The damned Stm scared my king
cobra away .... "
"Well, Mabel, how many times have I told you to go to the
They've been
ready since last October--why, that's more than six months ago!
You've just got to realize, Mabel dear, that there are certain
things in life that you HAVE to IX) for YOURSELF--"

dry cleaners to pick up your bedroom curtains?

"That's right, Edna , bitch at me.
Gee, thanks a lot for all your BELP."

Give me a hard time.

"Now, you know I'm always lIDre than glad to do anything I
can to help you. But I can't help you tmless you make an attempt
to help yourself!"
ers?

''Well, whose idea was it to take the curtains to the cleanNot MINE, I assure you ... "

"Mabel, your curtains were splattered with Ripple wine-you couldn't just leave them hanging in the window for all the
world to see!" Edna was beginning to lose her professional calm.
Long-suppressed melIDries of that argument last October when Mabel
threw a jelly glass full of Ripple wine at her were coming back
in full force. "Mabel dear, just look at it this way--once you
get your curtains and hang them up, the stmlight won't bother you
in the lIDrnings, and you can sleep as long as you like. l1
"HnUIUlllIDIUllf. " Mabel stared at her TV screen, which was still
every bit as blank as it had been before she turned it on. She
exploded. Foul epithets filled the room.
"Good heavens, what is it now, Mabel?"
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"My TV set lS dead."
TV! Aha! Edna was Subconsciously aware that she had some
good news for Mabel this morning, and now she remembered what it
was. For Mabel needed, more than anything else, a powerful incentive to oversome her lethargy--something to look forward to,
to gleefully plan for, to make her aware that there is more to life
than just lying around the house drinking beer and killing time-and Edna had found that something.
"Listen, Mabel, forget about that for a minute and answer
a question for me, will you, dear?"
"Well, I turned the damn thing on five minutes ago, and it's
just sitting there--"
"Mabel, how would you like the opportunity to win a new color
set?"
Suspicious silence.
"And perhaps a vacation to Jamaica, and a qhinchilla, and
all sorts of .... "
"Edna, what are you getting at?"
"Well, as it happens, a patient of mine turned out to be in
charge of interviewing and selecting contestants for the 'Tic Tac
Ibugh' program, and I made arrangements for you to appear as a contestant on the show in three weeks if you'd like to."
Stunned silence.
"Well, Mabel, what do you say about that?

Are you surprised?"

Mabel drew in a deep breath. "Why, I ... you ... how could ... "
She was considering the possibilities. Even now, before recovering
from the initial shock, she was already contemplating the projected
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net worth of her winnings.
"Mabel?"
Why, just yesterday morning she had watched a spacey,
bleached blonde mother of five stumble across $5,789 worth of
fabulous merchandise ....
"Mabel?

Are you all right?

Say SOID2thing?"

" ... and if she can do it, well, by God, so can I," ' Mabel
thought aloud.
"I beg your pardon?"
"Edna--this isn't one of your textbook tricks, is it?"
"No, Mabel, of course not. Why should you doubt ID2? Have
I ever deceived you? , You really shouldn't be so suspicious and
defensive .... "
"Defensive?
not defensive!"

What do you mean, defensive?

I'm certainly

" ... 1 just feel that it would do you a world
get out of the house and engage in a situation like
course, there are certain preparations we must make
for one thing, something will have to be done about
appearance--"

of good to
that. Of
beforehand-your--um--

Mabel started to say something in her behalf, but she stopped
short as it occurred to her that she hadn't changed out of her
terrycloth housecoat in four days.
"--and, most importantly, you must keep in mind that it's
ONLY a GAME. fun' t even stop to think that you stand a chance of
winning a lot of nice prizes, and that there will be a lot of
people watching you--just keep reminding yourself that the important thing for you to do is to enj oy yourself. I know full well
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Mabel dear, that your life has been lacking in fun moments lately
--and isn't that what life is really all about? Enjoyment, fun-and so few of my patients realize this . To them, everything is
money , money, money--if they would only realize that money is only
one means to an end, and that end is happiness, then--"
"What are you setting me up for? Is the show rigged or
something so that you already know I'm not going to win anything? "
- "Why, no! I just want you to go into this with the proper
attitude . I 'm just trying to give you a gentle push in the right
direction--it ' s been so long since you ' ve experienced any of the
joys of living !"
"Migawd, how schmaltzy, " thought Mabel .
"I can ' t stress this enough--don ' t think about the money you
might win ! Just remember that you have nothing to lose, and have
a good time with it!"
"Hrmmnf! I have EVERYTHING to lose-- I'm never going to get
an opportunity like this again--I CAN'T blow it," , thought Mabel .
Then, to Edna: "Listen, I gotta run-- I have a few things to take
care of--thanks for everything, I really do appreciate your concern."
Click.
Dial tone.
Edna hung up on her end and smiled . "A few things to take
care of"--a milestone in the life of Miss Lethargy of 1973.
Mabel sat transfixed on her corduroy couch for a few
moments, gathering her thoughts. Then she embarked on a threeweek crash course in vanity. As a contestant on "Tic Tac Dough,"
millions of eligible young bachelors would be watching her, and
it was imperative that she look interesting--one of them might
care to join her on that vacation to Jamaica , if ...
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She shed her terrycloth housecoat, dressed herself in a
semi- presentable fashion, called a cab and ventured forth to the
First National Bank of Burbank, where she withdrew a sizable amount
of her savings account to invest in her facade.
For the next three weeks, Mabel Friebus took very good care
of herself . Nothing but the best--avocado facials and egg shampoos,
a rigorous ritual of isometrics as prescribed by Jack LaLanne, a
new set of caps, a shiny auburn wig, a steel-belted living girdle,
a nightly milk bath and a daily enema , and, last but not least, a
pair of hazel tinted contact lenses, which haven 't been much in ,
demand lately--in fact, at the contact lens factory, the brown dyer
and the blue dyer have been kept quite busy, but the hazel dyer
has fallen on hard times.
Thanks to her busy round of pYeparatory activities, the
three weeks passed quickly for Mabel, and in no time at all , The
Thursday Night of The Taping arrive·::. Edna stopped by to drive
Mabel to the studio 'in her Mark LXVIII and was properly flabbergasted by Mabel ' s glamorous new appearance . On the way to the
studio, Mabel was uncharacteristically uncommunicative , in fact
as quiet as a dead sturgeon , so Edna filled in the silence by
playing 11antovani on her tape player and interj ecting "Now , don ' t
worry, Mabel dear , everything will turn out just fine" at regular
intervals.
Mabel "las ready . The time was right . The whole world
vJould soon know that Mabel Friebus was alivs and well and available and living in Burbank, California .
The Mark LXVIII pulled into the parkin~ lot . Edna watched
incredulously as Mabel swooped into the studio , Hith her flowing
chiffon gown from the Rene Denouement oJllection billowing elegantly
in the breeze , and handled her rounds of preliminary interviews and
instructions with all the graceful aplomb of a successful Ms .
America contestant. A virtual metamorphosis had occurred--what
had happened to the boorish , slovenly , apathetic Mabel of a few
weeks ago?
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Edna was overj oyed. Her arrangements had lifted her sister
to higher heights than she'd imagined possible. She took her seat
in the studio audience and sighed a happy sigh. There was, indeed,
some hope for Mabel after all.
~Lhe

show began. The nine show-biz celebrities who occupied
the cubicles on the board were introduced--emcee Peter Genial was
introduced--Mabel and her opponent, a Marine sergeant named Grogan
Rockwell, were introduced-And then there were two commericals. Sixty seconds in behalf of peanut butter and feminine napkins, respectively. "Migawd, "
thought Mabel impatiently, "let's get on with it."
The "on-the-air" lir;ht f lashed. Peter Genial explained, "The
object of the game is to get three cubicles in a row, either across,
up-and-down, or diagonally. It is up to the contestants to decide
if the celebrities are giving a correct answer or making one up-that!s how they get the cubicle. Each game is worth $500, and
this particular game includes the Magic Cubicle--the contestant
who picks it first could win a dining room suit, a swimming pool,
a three-week vacation for two in St. Thomas, a complete set of the
Encyclopaedi~ ~~itannica, and a color TV!"
'
Mabel's eyes gleamed. Her hands 1.<Jere like ice cubes, her
nerves were stretched taut, her stomach was experiencing a Poseidon
adventure of its own. She'd rather go to St. Thomas than Jamaica
anyway.
She was called on.
This was it.
Mabel drew in a deep breath and called out Charley Woodrow's
name. Charley was the panel's resident lovable old man, who only
a week earlier returned to the show after an eleven-month recuperation from a heart attack. Contestants traditionally called
on Charley first because he always gave the right answers. His
credibility gap was barely a millimeter wide.
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I!Charley,1! asked Peter, I!does Sophia Loren advocate women's
I!Well,1! replied Charley, I!last week she burned her bra.
was a five - alarm fire --left two homeless--I!

It

Laughter laughter laughter. Everyone loved C~arley Woodrow,
especially since his illness--a pervading sense of sympathy augmented his popularity . Although he had lost 95 pounds and was
confined to a wheelchair, his comis sense was as sharp as ever,
and it was sad to see his youthful mind being betrayed by his aging
body.
The laughter faded. "But seriously, folks,1! Charley continued, I!I don 't think: Sophia goes in too much for that sort of thing.
She ' s sort of the homebody type. I!
I!I agree with Charley, I! said Mabel
I!He ' s right,1! said Peter .

I! Circle gets the cubicle .1!

Applause applause applause.
Grogan Rockwell called on Paul Limpet, the wry
the dry wit who sat in the center cubicle.

COffilC

with

I!According to the Book of Genesis ,1! intoned Peter, I!in
the beginning GOd created two things. What were they? I!
Sneered Paul in his lIDSt nasal tones:
Laughter

laught~r

I!No, really,

I!Ozzie and Harriet. I!

laughter.

1, 't):"link: it was fire and water . I!

Grogan rubbed his nose and pondered for a moment.
answer.

"I agree."

Peter allowed for a dramatic pause before he gave the correct
"Heaven and earth. " Mabel ' s heart skipped a beat. "If
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you're incorrect, your opponent gets the square ."
TWo questions, two squares! And now Mabel could win the
game--if she went to the cubicle occupies by Joey Knight, ersatz
talk-show host whom Mabel regarded as King of the Has-Beens . He
was about as witty as a clumsy bedpan jockey, and Mabel had planned
on tqking her questions elsewhere, but if she were to win the game
on this question, she had no other choice.
"I'll go to Joey Knight to win."
Suddenly, a cacophonous Moog synthesizer rendition of the
"1812 Overture" filled the air. Peter Genial announced, "Thats the
Magic Cubicle!"
Mabel dug her false fingernails into her cheeks
and shrieked with joy. Joey Knight lifted an eyebrow.
"This is a very important question, worth $3,777, " quoth
Peter. "Joey, listen carefully, The novel You Can't Go Home
Again was written by which of the following--F. Scott Fitzgerald,
William Saroyan, or ThOIIB.S Wolfe?"
Joey assumed the facial expression of a bored beagle and
said, "Fortunately, that happens to be a category I'm very familiar
wi th ," which was what he said every time he was called upon to
answer a question, whether he was familiar with the category or
, not. "That book was written by ThOIIB.S Wolfe .: 1
Mabel hadn't the slightest idea. She knew that "J" wrote
The Sensuous Woman, and Grace Metalious wrote Peyton Place , but
this ... ThonEs Wolfe, eh? She eyed Joey Knight suspiciously .
"Trust me," said Joey, cunningly.
Trust him? Why the hell should she trust him? Why, she
wouldn 't trust him any farther than she could throw Lizzie. She
surrrrnoned up all her courage and said, "I disagree."
The crowd moaned.
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The Poseidon in her stomach capsized.
"Did you ever have the feeling that you weren 't quite right
about something?" asked Peter, consolingly,
"Listen--what did I tell ya?" said Joey , smugly .
"Yes, it was Thomas Wolfe," affirmed Peter.
is fair play--X gets the square ."

"Turnabout

Mabel's eyeballs burned. "This can't be happening! No
St. Thomas--no new color-TV--after all this trouble--and I have
Joey Knight's treachery to thank for it! How dare he just--just-ruin my life like that??? DOESN'T HE REALIZE THE TROUBLE I'VE
GONE TO JUST TO BE HERE??? And look at him--just look at him-sitting up there in his cubicle, so unconcerned about what just
happened--giving people the short end of the stick must be an
everyday occurrence with him--"
"Mabel, it's your turn."
Mabel blinked. While she was maliciously musing, Grogan
had earned another X, and now she had to go to Holl~vood
columnist Verona Barracuda and get the question right to prevent
Grogan from winning the game on his next question . But the
shroud of doom had already been draped over her spirit , and she
blew it.
Grogan pounced vulture-like on Verona and won the game.
Mabel was given her consolation prizes and led off-camera in a
nwnb, defeated daze. She leaned against a wall and removed her
soggy wig. "That damn Joey Knight," she muttered.
"Mabel! " Edna suddenly appeared at Mabel ' s left elbow.
"Mabel, you got off to such a wonderful start--it' s too bad about
the Magic Cubicle, though. Did you have a nice time?"
"Right, Edna. I had a MARvelous time," replied Mabel
sardonically as she dropped her wig into a cigarette- butt sand
urn. "Let's get the hell out of here."
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Edna was crushed . The ol d Mabel had returned . And she
had been so sure t hat Pdbel ' s full human potential had f i nally
emerged--but now she could see that she had been wrong , that
nothing was changed . Mabel would return to the bowels of her
suburban hovel and t here rerrain forever and ever , living unhappily ever after in perpetual l ethargy .
The two sol emnly trudged out to the car and began the unt r iumphant journey horne . Mabel was as sil ent as she had been on
the way there , but it was a different kind of silence . She
s i ghed a wobbly , on- the- verge- of- tears sigh .
Edna shoved Mantovani into the tape deck , and Mabel began
to scream hysterically , "No !! I do NOT want to SIT HERE in nns
CAR and LISTEN to 'mAT !!!! If you must have music playing--play
something else !!"
Edna felt very foolish . She should have r€alized that
Mabel would associate the Mantovani music with the ride to the
studio , which was fi l led with so much false bright promise for her .
She sheepishly yanked Mantovani and turned on the radio .
The mellow sound of vintage Tony Bennett filled the car .
"I wanna be around to pick up the pieces when somebody breaks your
heart .... "
Suddenly Mabel ' s splrlts seemed to brighten . She turned
the radio up a notch and began to hurn along . The song reached
its climax--"And that ' s when I ' ll discover that revenge is sweet/
as I sit there applauding from a front - row seat/when somebody
breaks your heart , like you broke mine ."
Mabel began to laugh softly , a sinister, "licked laugh .
She seemed to be her pre- game self again . Edna was beginning to
suspect schizophrenia . "Mabe l , what are you thinking? "
"Oh , nothing.
mysteriously .

Not a thing ," replied Mabel , serenely and
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Nothing, indeed. Three more weeks were to pass before Edna
finally discovered what Mabel was thinking. During those three
weeks, Mabel had stopped phoning Edna, which was curious, and,
even more curious , whenever Edna tried to call Mabel, no one
answered the phone . OLe day Edna went so far as to drive over to
Mabel's house--where she found a shiny black Mercedes in the
driveway. Discretion warned her against stopping in, so she just
drove on past the house, more puzzled than ever before.
One morning when she arrived at the office, a blaring pageone headline in the morning paper caught her eye. She hastily
scanned the story and then snatched the telephone with trembling
hands and dialed Mabel's number.
The phone rang fourteen times before Mabel finally picked
it up and snapped, "What?"
"This is Edna."
"Damnit, Edna, do you know what time it is?"

"Yes. It's 8: 13. I'm SO sorry to be disturbing you in the
middle of your night, but have you seen the morning paper yet?"

"Are you kidding? Hell, no, I haven't seen the--"
pause, then, cunningly, knowingly: "Why?"

A brief

"Four bags of heroin were found in Joey Knight's
luggage at the airport last night. He spent the night in j ail-bail was set at $lOO,OOO--his trial is set for next month. He
was quoted as saying that he didn't have the slightest idea how the
heroin got there, that he was framed ."
Mabel began to laugh softly, a sinister, wicked laugh.

4-2

IdI-IEN Mt'\GI C DIES

by Jan Martin
I had always known there were fairies in the woods, but I
had never seen them until the hot July day my cousin Bobby
turned twelve . Before then, my experience with fairies had been
limited to various books I had discovered in the library and read
over and over until I could recite them, and TV (chiefl y Peter Pan's
Tinkerbelle); but I had had an unshakeable faith in the power of
IIB.gic from the JIDment I becam2 aware of it and, knowing it had to
be all around, figured I'd stumble into the thick of it some day .
Bobby found the fairies for me, and, three years later, he
killed them for me, too. I was in love with Bobby, of course, and
regarded him as the most masculine personage I had encountered up
to that point in the nine years of my existence. His sandyblond crew cut fairly bristled with efficiency, he gave orders well,
and on his skinny, sunburned vvrist, he wore an impressive silver
watch that glowed in the dark and really told time.
Every other summer or so, Bobby and his red-haired brother
Ricky, who was my age, would descend upon my brothers and sister

and me for a far-too short visit; then abruptly return to their
home in a far-away and strange- sounding land called Florida. My
eight-year old sister, Joanie, was as smitten with Ricky as I was
with Bobby--and each summer their arrival was forecast, we looked
forward to it with anticipation. My two little brothers, who had
not yet started school and therefore tended to be insignificant
were always excited also, because Bobby played a magnificent role
cast as Tarzan vs. The Pigmies; and Jeff and Scottie made excellent
Pigmies .
That particular summer, the one Bobby turned twelve, we had
constructed an enOrJIDUS treehouse, complete with an elevator (which
worked only as long as Bobby was on the ground) and running water
(which worked only as long as the water in the can held out). Early
on the JIDrning of Bobby's birthday, the six of us had slipped silently out of the house and hurried to the attic of the treehouse to
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watch our world wake up.
"Sorrething important is going to happen today," Bobby said
after we had sat quietly for a time, feeling the sun's warmth begin
to penetrate our bodies while the sky grew brighter.
"Yeah," Ricky snickered. ''You're gonna get whipped twelve
times, boy, and it's gonna hurt."
Over in the corner, Jeff and Scottie giggled.
"No really, I mean it," Bobby returned. He stood up and
shoved his wooden gun more firmly into his belt. "Corre on," he
said. "Let's go exploring up in the woods by the field."
To the north of the tree which held our treehouse stretched
a vast wood, and beyond that, a field we called the Elephant
Hunting Ground, where we hunted elephants. We headed that day,
however, for the section of the woods which bounded the southeast
part of the field; single file, and spears in hand in the event
some uriknown terror, or straying elephant, popped from behind a
tree. Bobby led us, his back as straight as a general's, his
spear slashing weeds from his path.
We marched along, waiting for adventure to grab us. Childhood is not defined by physical age, but rather by the mental state
of an individual--I know that now. Sorre children are never really
children at all, I'm afraid--but that day the six of us were filled
to the tops of our sweaty little heads with childish imaginings and
wonder. Every rustle was a mysterious animal, every tree watched
us pass, and when Bobby suddenly called a halt, I, for one, was
ready for action.
"Hen," he said, "we'll set up camp here for the night. II
"Aye, aye, captain," my silly sister chirped, unaware she had
just insulted the general.
Bobby eyed her for a second, then shook his head.
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Turning

to me he ordered, "you and J oanie start clearing back all these
weeds and brush and stuff and we'll go get some stones and sticks
for the walls."
The four boys disappeared into the bushes, and Joanie and 1
set about pulling up weeds and using our bare feet as bulldozers
and brooms. Joanie was at an age where she tired easily, so 1 was
not surprised when in a couple of minutes she wandered over to a
nearby clurr~ of honeysuckle and began gathering handfuls.
"Joanie, leave that honeysuckle alone," 1 yelled to her.
She looked at me in surprise, "Why, Karen?"
1 wiped the dirt from my hands onto my shirt and went over
to her. "Don't you know what honeysuckle really is?" 1 asked increduously. LDcust were buzzing loudly and the sun filtering through
the trees was casting green-gold patterns onto our faces and hair.
"No--what is it?"

Joanie asked.

1 picked a honeysuckle and held it close so she could watch.
"Fairies use it," 1 told her. "First, they pinch off the bottom
and draw the stem out to lick off the juice," (1 demonstrated)
"then they use the empty flower as a tr~et to call to each other
sQ we can't hear."
.
J oanie 's eyes were rQund, but she :ilnmediately asked, "How
do you know?"
"Oh, I read it someplace.
suckle," 1 said.

But everyone knows about honey-

We were interrupted by a shout from the far side of the vines.
"Hey,you guys, come here quick," Bobby called.
Joanie and I scrambled around the honeysuckle and found Jeff,
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Scottie ,and Ricky huddled over Bobby, who was crouched on the ground .
I wriggled between two of them and stuck my face into Bobby ' s.
"What ' s wrong? "

I

as}-~e d .

He turned slowly to me and his eyes held such wonder and
awe that my heart started pOlmding and I immediately felt my mind
fling out fi lmy tentacles to try and reach his thoughts in mid air .
I changed my question .
"What

lS

it?

What did you find?"

"Look ."
Ten eyes peered eagerly to the ground, five bodies strained
forward, and five brains sorted quickly through the messages of
leaves, earth, plants, bugs, and a stone to come up with--nothing.
Ricky said it ' first.

"I don't see a thing."

"I don't either," Joanie said.
"Me nefer," Scottie echoed .
Bobby pointed.

"Look at the cobweb ."

I had not noticed the cobweb before, but I saw it then,
stretched between two blooms of honeysuckle. It was a big one and
it looked strong, too. I instantly darted my eyes about for the
spider that could not possibly be far aT/Jay, but Bobby said, "fu
you see the web?"
We all nodded our heads and Bobby continued, "fu you see
what's caught on it?"
I know today that what we probably saw up there in the
woods that morning belonged to some locust or butterfly which
perhaps had been a freak of nature and was therefore much smaller
than normal. But, at nine years of age I knew beyond ,a whisper
of a doubt, that what I was looking at was the gauzy wing of a
fairy.
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I immediately looked to Bobby for confirmation, and the
assurance and faith of childhood was in his eyes . Bobby was always right; and he believed, too. I was impressed beyond words and
simply kneeled there staring at the tangible of all my imaginings.
"It's the wing of a little fairy," Joanie said reverently,
and Ricky, Jeff , and Sccttie leaned forward for a closer look.
"How did it get caught?" Jeff asked.
"Doesn 't the fairy need it to fly with? " Ricky asked.
Scottie's question came slower.
it lost its wing?"

"Did it hurt very much when

Bobby finally spoke. "I think a fairy accidentally bumped
into the cobweb," he said, "and couldn 't get loose so he had to
lose his wing. Maybe the other fairies have been afraid to try and
get ,it because they would get stuck on the web, too."
"What can we do?" I wanted to know.
J oanie 's answer was immediate and sensible. "Let ' s get it
loose and put it where the fairy can find it. I bet there's a
whole city of them right there in the honeysuckle listening to us!"
I was amazed at her logic. The six of us stared at the honeysuckle and willed a fairy to appear, but the bush did not even
stir.
"Karen, you watch for the spider while I get the wing loose,"
Bobby said as he reached forward and began gently tearing threads
from around the wing.
I picked up a stick in case the spider appeared and it became necessary to beat the thing off, while the other four
watched Bobby in interest.
"Where should we put it?" Ricky asked.
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lIIAlhere can we put

it so t he fairy will be sure and find it? "
Joanie spoke eagerly .
trumpet , I! she said .

"Let ' s put it

III

a honeysuckle

Boob} had succeeded In freeing the wing , and we crowded
around to gaze at it lying in the palm of his hand . It was very
transparent and fragile - looking ; and I could almost see magic rising
from it in misty sprials . Bobby gently placed the wing down inside a honeysuckle bloom , and we stood wai ting for something to
happen .

Of course nvthing did , so I said , "Tre fairies aren ' t going
to corne and get it with us standing all around . We ' ve got to
leave and then they ' ll corne . Let ' s go eat lunch ."
Bobby sighed and looked at his wat ch . "All right ," he
agreed , "let ' s go . And we ' re not going to corne back and check until after supper . That will give them plenty of time ."
Joanie looked at the honeysuckle bloom , then around to all
of us .
"Gosh, this i s really neat , isn ' t it? " she asked .
"It sure i s ," Bobby answered , "but it ' s a secret just for
us because if we tell, the fairies will flyaway . "
"I wouldn ' t ever tell ."
"I wouldn ' t ever tell anybody ."
"We ' ll just keep it to ourselves ."
"No one will ever know ."
"It ' s just for us ."
Bobby turned away and offered his arm to me .
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"To Oz?': he asked .
"To Oz ," I replied , and the SlX of us went crashing thrDugh
the woods singing , "We ' re off to see the wizard ," at the top of
our lungs .
hlhen we returned that evening , the wlng was gone .
looked first , and said simply , "They came ."

Bobby

We each checked in turn and confirmed that they had ,
indeed , reclaimed the wlng .
"hlhat do we do now? " Ricky asked .
"\'Je don ' t do anything ," Bobby answered . "The fairies
won ' t like it i f we bother them , so we just let them alone and
maybe they:ll stay here ."
For a few minutes we were silent , listening to birds call
sleepily to one 2I1other as dusk settled , when , without warning , a
light Hent on deep within the honeysuckle vines . The six of us
stood electrified .
11':7oVJ, " Bobby exhaled slowly .

"Golly , wow . 11

Afte~' that moment , the honeysuckle bush became holy grDund
to us anu rema.ined f0r years the personification of mystery and
magic. \;;'L;! Sebby c:.iiU Ricky left a few days afterward , Bobby
admonished us to pl'otect and guard the bush and never tell anyone
about the fairies .

but us .
die . 11

I1They ' re only special ," he said , "because no one else knows
If you tell , they ' ll just disappear . Then the magic will

The maglc didn ' t die , because we guarded our secret like a
buried treasure . Joanie , Scottie , Jeff , and I spent countless
summer nights spinning tales about the inhabitants of the honey-
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suckle bU c;h; und through thE:: wint~'r we existed in a world wh"'J'e
nothing was impossible ark, c~llythLng 1 i kely to happen.
Bobby and Ricky did not com:: back for three years . During
that time , Jeff and Scottie started s chool , Joanie became engaged
twice, and I joined Girl Scouts . But my belief in magic remained
true and when, the summer I ~vas twelve, my parents armounced that
Bobby and Ricky were to arrive in a week . I was estatic .
"Boy , will we ever have fun vJhen they get here," Scottie
said . "Bobby can take us exploring allover the place and maybe
we ' ll find something new . "
Jeff echoed his younger brother .
neat camps and everything. "

"Yeah, and we can build

Joanie and I couldn't wait to hear if Bobby and Rick:y had
made any discoveries at home and to show them that everything was
still all right . The world was perfect; and to celebrate , the
four of us hlmted elephants all that afternoon .
I was up in our treehouse the evening their car pulled into
the driveway but, with a welcoming whoop, immediately started
down . A red- hai red figure shot like a bullet from the back: seat
and was followed more slowly by an impossibly tall , impossibly
skinny stranger . I slowed my furious climbing to take another look .
Something was wrong.
Ricky began screeching like a maniac and the house erupted
kids . Jeff and Scottie pounded down the back: steps and grabbed
Bobby around the legs, while Joanie and Ricky began throwing
handfuls of grass at each other . I ran down the hill from the
tree to the yard and stopped .
"Karen !" Ricky yelled.
"Hi ," Bobby said .

I had never felt so strange in my l ife .
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What had happened

to Bobby? He wa~n ' t little anymore , and the crew cut was gone .
I felt every ::::cratch on my legs and every freck.le on my face be gin screaming for attention .
"Hi ," I returned .
"Let ' s go play ," Joanie said , dragging Ri ck.y by the hand .
We ' ve got a neat new camp to show' you ."
"What about the bush? !1 Ricky ask.ed .
everything still the same? "
"It sure is ! " Jeff yelled .

"Is it still OK ,

lS

"Come on !"

The four of them started up the hill at a run , and I was
l eft to face the two strangers : Bobby and me .
"Come on , Bobby, " I said .

"IDn ' t you want to see the woods?"

"Sure ," Bobby answered and grinned his ol d Bobby- grin .
was reassured . Maybe I had just been imagining things .

I

In silence , we started up the hill after the others . As
we passed the treehouse, Bobby shook. his head and grinned again .
"Those were great days, " he said .
I look.ed at him sharply, then look.ed away just as quick. .
\-Jhat had he meant? l'1y chest was beginning to feel like someone
was smashing it in two . What was wrong with Bobby?
When we reached the honeysuck.le bush, Ricky was fairly
hopping on one foot in excitement .
"Look. Bobby ,'" he said . "I t ' s just lik.e we left it . It ' s
just like I remembered it ." He started spinning in circles .
"Magic , magic e verywhere . Come to me I dare , I dare ."
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Ricky certainly hadn't changed. I watched Bobby closely as
he knelt on one knee by the bush and examined it.
''What are you looking for?"

I asked, coming nearer.

"Nothing really, I guess," Bobby said, "just checking
to see if there were any spare fairy wings lying around."
Jeff, Scottie, Joanie, and Ricky giggled at his wit, but
I suddenly felt betrayed.
"What do you mean?"

I asked, as the four others wandered off.

Bobby stood up and looked down at me, looked down across
the eternity of three years, looked down across the wall of childhood which now separated rne from him. He saw my eyes begging for
the truth, yet not wanting it. He saw the fairies in my mind
fluttering in alarm, their wings churning up clouds of questions.
Bobby looked down at me and said, "Nothing," and I knew
he meant everything. Dusk was gathering around us, but no
lightning bug opportunely picked that moment to flash his little
light on in the honeysuckle. I turned away from Bobby, and he
sighed.
"We'd better find the others," he said.

"It's getting late."

"I guess it is," I answered, and followed him down to the

yard.
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IMPROVING STILE
by Kenneth Casper
Style is the clear, brief, and organized expression of a
person's experiences and beliefs, and it is attained by persons
who refine a skill or a trade to such an extent that it becorres
part of their person. 'Thus, any trade or skill can be brought
to the point that it will always bear the workman's particular
mark, and that mark is called style when it repeats itself by
force of planned habit and not be a lIDmentary whim. Style is not
a onetime act; it is permanent. Men of the arts are usually thought
as having style, but it can be developed in any trade or skill that
bears repeating. A technical writer's style is his rrethod ~
putting a point into words that are understood but not interpreted
in any different way than the writer meant for them to be interpreted. Technical writing style will be improved by researching reading
material, by using precisou vocabulary, by developing aggressive
vocational curiosity, and by studying an English Handbook.
Style in technical writing is improved by the objective
analysis of everything that one reads. Indeed, reading and writing
are both skills that require an analytical mind. Moreover, the only
way that a person is going to sharpen his writing abilities is by
first putting a sharp edge on his reading abilities. But, unfortunately, as Morris Freedman says:
Rarely, except in advanced classes, will you find represented the writers on science, say or philosophy-Harvey, Browne, Hurre, Newton, Hobbes, Huxley, Glanvill,
Darwin, Russell , Whitehead, Jeans, et al. Much of
this writing, admittedly, is rough going, is indeed,
just bad--primitive, gnarled, jumbled, and the like.
But one can even learn much from the difficulties
these men encountered in expressing technical ideas,
and one can learn much in a positive way from the
brilliantly clear writing of Hume, Huxley, Russell.
("Technical Writing, Anyone?" p. 5)
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Only the rare course in English composition would
cover these usages. The dean who thinks that engineers and technicians need only another course in
English composition instead of a course in technical
writing has forgotten that students are not born with
a knowledge of many technical words.
("What Is Technical Writing?" p. 66)
Hence, the technical writer gains much of his knowledge only in
proportion to his experiences, and he must know how to relate
these experiences with an objective approach to proper form.
The study of an English handbook will provide new insights
into effective grammar construction in one's technical writing
style. However, rules are only guidelines to be used in a flexible manner. As J. H. Bolton explains, unbending deference to
grammar rules can be dangerous to a writer:
Until a writer is able to consider rules and the
so-called science of writing as general, not absolute
guiding principles, he cannot be a good writer. Until
then he will subordinate the expression of his ideas
and his personality to the following of regulations.
As a result his writing may be technically correct;
but it will be quite ineffective, and certainly uninteresting.
("The Art of Writing," p. 180)
Thus, since one must know a rule before he can effectively,
break it, a person should have a good knowledge of English
grammar. Indeed, grammar is the total organization of a
writer's reading, vocabulary, and skill.
One will improve technical writing style by analyzing
reading materials, using accurate and concise vocabulary, seeking
new vocational knowledge, and studying an English handbook. The
analysis of literature will force the future writer to see things
through the eyes of a future reader. For example, if a writer
finds something in another writer's style that is a:.'lIloying to
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him, he can watch for that defect in his own writing. Moreover,
by reading the works of other writers he can improve his vocabulary.
Furthermore, style can be improved by taking advantage of every
opportunity to expand in the knowledge of various trades and skills.
The more experiences a writer has with a trade the more ideas will
flow into his writing style. And if a writer has a working knowledge of English grammar, he will be able to mould those ideas
into newer and more effective shapes. Interesting and unusual
style is what shapes the attitudes of a reading audience.
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THE LAYERED VIEW

by Michel Marriott
The title of the poem "Stratification:" is indicative of a
wispy voyage into the higher reaches of one's mental atmosphere
in which the author John Nichols navigates.
A free verse poem, "Stratification" seeks to justify the
author's observation of the nature of earthly existence. In the
first stanza the poem states that all things eventually become
layers. From this point on the tone of the poem takes a weighty
philosophical trend that remains strong throughout the poem . To
illustrate the theme of layers, a narration of two lovers in the
act of love is given in the second stanza. Nichols points out
that a new life (one cell) is created during the sexual activities
which take place six to eight feet above a corpse. Life over death
and eventual death of the parents further strengthen the layer theme.
Special typographical devices are frequently employed throughout the work. Early in the poem the author states "It comes in
layers/clouds/sky/man/winab/grass/soil/death/stone/.I: In the
actual poem the list of layers are placed in a vertical fashion
so that the words become layers graphically. Throughout the entire selection there is only one period, which comes at the end
of the poem. The single period suggests that the poem is to be
considered one profound statement. Another visual effect is the
widely spaced words on particular lines. vVhen the poem reads "alone"
that is the only word on the line.
Through the author's style and scientific conclusion, tlStratification tl successfully reduces the human element to a level where
special considerations are none, a move refreshing and healthful
to the egocentricity of today's society.
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ESSAY
by Helen Harman
30hn Nichols ' "The Aftermath" deals with the primary
elements, life and death, and the effects they can have on a man.
In this seemingly simple, entertaining story, he shows how a
man who thinks he has nothing to live for can create a goal, and
so , live far longer than his peers. These elements of life and
death shine through Nichols' story like a searchlight in a fog,
guiding the reader t.:hrough the voids between generalities.
Nichols sets the stage for action by quickly summarizing
the events that introduce his theme of life and death, but then
fails to develop fully either the action or the characters. Part
of this deficiency is due to the author's direct style. Nichols
states his entire theme in the first paragraph, leaving little
for the reader to gradually discover: "Upon his retirement his
life -was finished except for his son and now his son was gone!'
Too much of the story is supplied by the author through
simple, generalized statement. The story is closer in resemblance
to a summary of a biography or a newspaper article than a short
story , due to the lack of important details. The following
quote i s representative of the style of the story:
The next day Sr. woke up at six 0' clock in the
rrornlng. His rrock funeral was not scheduled until
noon; but due to the excitement of the coming event,
he could not sleep. He sipped coffee, then chewed
snuff; then pressed his only suit, then did a hundred other chores in nervous preparation.
H,:;_re, the author has prevented the reader from feeling any errotional understanding, by simply providing surface observations, which
leave no deep experience for the reader to uncover.
But if the reader brings depth from within himself to the
story, he will understand its basic elements which reflect Life.
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When someone close dies, it shakes others into realizing the
reality of the hardness of Life, especially if the death is from
suicide. In his effort to cope with this reality, Durmeyer Sr . ,
afraid that he will die unnoticed, makes himself the object of
town ridicule through his eccentric and shallow plan. Perhaps
believing that if he writes it, others will believe it, Durmeyer
selects the inscription on his tombstone to read: "l):) not pity
me for I have lived," a quote from one of his son's poems. This
is ironic in that he vaguely realizes that his life has been
shallow, physical events, but he will himself and others to
believe the opposite.
On the whole, this story, though not The Great American
Short Story, does provide interesting reading with deep ovservations about life and death, even though they are clouded by
the generalities of the story.
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THE JOB
by Janet Frazier
His clothes were neatly arranged in little s-eps on the
straight-back chair. First his heavy black miner's boots, still
shiny with newness, sat on the floor at the foot of the chair.
Next, stiff khaki pants lay across the seat of the chair. On top
of the pants lay the rust-colored rubber knee-pads. Next to the
pads lay his black miner's cap with the light on the front. Over
the back of the chair was draped his new shirt which matched his
pants. A heavy black belt hung limply over the shirt. He came
in from his steamy bath with neatly combed hair and a shining face.
His bed cover, a gleaming white chenille spread, was folded back,
revealing a thick red blanket and two hand-stitched patchwork
quilts. From the pure white lace curtains at the windows, to the
cleanly-swept hearth across from his bed, the room was meticulous.
The boy walked gingerly over to the bed and wiped his feet on the
rag rug before he slipped between the slick, starchy sheets. He
reached out from beneath the mound of cover and snapped off the
bedside light. He tossed under the clean sheets, but sleep eluded him. He tried keeping his eyes closed until sleep did come,
but at the slightest sound his eyes flew open. The fire popped as
the coal settled in the grate. A cozy red glow spread itself
throughout the room. The boy stretched luxuriously as he abandoned all thoughts of sleep. Pictures of the last three days
flitted through his mind.
Alan wanted to go to college. From the time that he was
old enough to know what co):lege was, he had wanted to go. When
he was twelve, his father was hurt in the mines and, as a result,
he became permanently disabled. Alan started to work evenings.
He did odd jobs, nothing important. He didn't have much time to
study, so his grades weren't the best. Because of this, he didn't
get the necessary scholarship. Alan sawall these unfortunate
events as one long chain of bad luck. He felt that this viewpoint was necessary if he wished to retain his sanity. It all
added up: disabled father plus mediocre grades equals no scholarship equals his present position--a job in the mines. What else
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could a boy who had no special skills and very little mechanical
aptitude do? He couldn't move to Michigan or Ohio for an industrial job. He couldn't do odd jobs forever . It was the mines
for him. He had seen that clearly when his scholarship application
had been turned dO~1. Three days ago, his father had told
him of an opening at the Scotia mines. The manager was an old
friend of his dad's. The job was his if only he would go ask
about it. Alan's mother watched him go, her face stif f with pain
and anger and most of all, fear.
The manager was a big, burly man. He had greasy black hair
which had been sloppily parted. A thick shock of hair fell over
his narrow, ridged forehead. His face was an unhealthy shade of
red , with tiny black eyes peering out between folds of skin. He
had a pudgy red nose and a tiny, nearly lipless mouth. His head
sat on massive shoulders that sloped away into a pot b2~~y . He
shook hands with Alan. The manager had beefy, cracked hands . His
fingernails were rirrrrned with black. For a short time, he eyed
Alan with a scantily~concealed distaste. Alan felt like some
very unfortunate species of animal who had the ill luck to wander
into the manager's path. He nervously cleared his throat, but the
words that he had planned to say got stuck somewhere between his
brain and his mouth. He stood there gawkily, his mouth hanging
open. The manager's eyes took on a faraway glitter that quite
unnerved Alan. Then with a flicker of his eyes, the manager came
back to earth. He looked Alan in the eye and said, "You're on-5 : 00 a. m. Monday morning." Alan's tongue ran away with him as he
tried to thank the manager, and his words came out in a meaningless garble. The manager dismissed him with an arrogant wave of
his head and a disgusted look on his face. Alan walked away,
strangely elated. He had not wanted the job--in fact he was afraid
of the job, yet there was a peculiar satisfaction in having it,
even if he knew that he had only got it because of his father ' s
influence with the manager.
He spent Satur'Clay in town, buying all the equipment he would
need for the new job. He bought work clothes, a hat, pads , belt,
and a lunch box--his mother had refused to allow him to carry his
father's old one. Then he went to the drugstore and got a coke.
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The college kids, home for the weekend, flew past . Some spoke,
others seemed to have forgotten him. After a while Alan became
grateful to those who did not speak. Beside the magnificence of
the little tales of college life, the bright beauty of having a
job seemed to become tarnished .
That night he went to a football game . He had always loved
football and this was one of the most :i.rrrportant games of the year.
He left early . He should have known that the college kids would
be there too.
Sunday he slept late, enjoying his last day of freedom. At
dirmer he ate his mother's good cooking sparingly . His father was
surprised at his lack of appetite, saying that he had never been
backward at the table before. His mother kept silent . She understood.
That night he sat with his father who talked of mining. His
father spoke of the pleasures and the pain he had experienced as
a miner. Alan could not imagine pleasure being associated with
tunneling deep into the earth and chipping at its bowels. He
would only imagine pain and fear.
He went to bed early, because 4:00 a.m. comes early. He
lay in bed and stared at the ceiling and at the fire. A sense of
:i.rrrpending doom filled his mind. Fear ran out his toes and fingertips. Images of fear ran thruugh his mind: being trapped in the
caves up on the mountain; the horrible darkness when his mother
turned out the bedside light. As a child Alan had been very
frightened of the dark . Willfully he shut out the images. The
tops of the hills were begirming to take shape in the half light
of dawn seen thruugh his window . Wild plots for escape or an
assumed illness began to fly thYDugh his head. He heard his mother's
muted movements in the kitchen. Funny, she never had to use an
alarm clock. A familiar sinking feeling went thYDugh his stomach,
just like when he had to take a test that he hadn't prepared for.
His mother rapped lightly on the door. He swung his feet onto the
floor. 4:00 comes early.
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TIFFANY
by Kandi Cordle
Tiffany skidded around the corner nearly tripping over her
blue jeans. It was time for the Thespians meeting and 11r . IObb
wouldn't appreciate her being late again.
Breathlessly she covered the last flight of stairs and
pushed the top floor door open with a mighty shove. There was a
solid thud on the other side of the door. Tiffany peered anxiously around the door , then gasped when she saw the principal sitting
on the floor. Letting the door slam , she dropped her books and
bent to help him .
"Mr. James , oh I' m terribly---are you hurt?
you up."

Let me help

"Young lady, what is the meanlDg of this?"
"Oh , Mr . James , I ' m late for Thespians and this
times and Mr . IObb will be an---"
"That' s enough,

lS

three

Why are you late? "

"I stopped to ... " Tiffany dropped her head, "it ' s a silly
reason."
"There ' s time enough for ' silly reasons ' but not when you ' re
supposed to be somewhere else . Manage your time better in the
future , young lady. Now go before Harvey IObb has your head ."
"Thanks gobs , Mr . James !" Tiffany had started down the hall
before she had finished speaking .
Stopping in front of the auditorium doors, she hesitated ,
pulling on a curl of hair to gather courage . She took a deep
breath , then eased one door open and slipped into the cool , damp
dimness beyond . Almost tiptoeing across the carpet she sat in an
empty seat at the back of the room . She flinched when the col d
metal band on the back of the chair pushed against the gap
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between her jeans and her top and then settled back in the chair.
Relieved to see that the secretary had just begun the minutes, she let her mind wander. She had been afraid to tell Mr.
James she had given the last of her milkshake to a stray dog and
had lingered to talk to him as he ate it. The thought of Mr.
James conjured the picture of the principal on the floor and
Tiffany giggled.
"Miss Stuart, what is the meaning of this outburst?"
Dobb's voice cut through Tiffany's mirth like a knife.

Mr.

"Nothing."
"Very well, let us continue our discussion of what play to
do next."
Carolyn stood shyly and all but whispered, "Why don't we do
a musical? They're hard, but more kids can be cast ... " Carolyn's
last words trailed off uncertainly amid the groans that followed.
Tiffany jumped to her feet, angrily demanding attention.
"I think Carolyn has a point."
Jeff rose, "Heck, Tiff, anybody can do a musical. Let's
dQ something different. Something that has something to say
really relevant. You know, deep meaning sort of stuff."
"I agree with Jeff!" There was hubbub as everyone tried to
agree at once. And so it went. Carolyn and Tiffany were defeated
12 to 2. The meeting adj oumed with plans to vote on Mad Woman
of Chaillot and Mousetrap next meeting. Disappointed, Tiffany
headed for her locker but her English teacher stopped her.
"Tiffany, I want to talk to you a moment. Will you come to
my classroom?" Tiffany scurried after Miss Justice's ample
figure. She sat in a desk in the front, belatedly remembering
it was the one that rocked as she waited for Miss Justice to
speak.
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"The words and images of your extra credit poetry are beautiful, Tiffany, as is your sense of rhythm. But what does it
mean? What are you trying to say? "
"Well, I'm not trying to say anything special . I'm trying
to write what I see and feel in such a way that when someone else
reads my poetry , they can see and feel what I did. I-t' s not supposed to mean anything."
"That ' s a nice sentiment , dear, but you ' ve told me you want
to write professionally . If you do , you 'll have to put more meaning into your work ."
''Yess ' urn. "
"Also , I'm afraid I can't accept the book you ' ve chosen for
your book report. It' s a fine story,but I want you to do something IIDre relevant to today."
''Yess 'urn. "
Tiffany finally got to her locker and was standing idly
trying to remember her assignments when Mark came up behind her
and poked her in the ribs. She j urnped and accidentally slammed
the locker on her hand.
"That' s just what I need r ight now!
"Hey, what's all this?

Hope you 're happy!"

What's the hassle?"

"I'm sorry Mark,but this has been a bad afternoon,"
Tiffany smiled wanly.
"All right, I'll accept that. How 'bout a IIDvie tonight?
There's a new one at the Pantheon. It's supposed to be really
relevant , you know super deep meaning."
~'Vell,

"That's great! It's what r always wanted, another meaning!
you can just find yourself a nice psychologist and figure it
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out.

I'm sick of it!"

Tiffany turned and flew down the hall, leaving Mark staring
after her.
Tiffany wandered slowly home. (She walked across the warm
spring day, letting the Silll and the wind soothe her jagged nerves
somewhat. ) Once she almost stepped in front of a taxi, but the
driver honked his horn at her and she stepped back. She saw a
church letterboard which had, "The Meaning of Life," spelled out
on it and she stuck her tongue out at it.
Going in the back door when she arrived home, Tiffany dumped
her books on the cOilllter and then buried herself in the refrige~
ator. She emerged with a pickle wrapped in cheese. She fOillld a
note from her mother and read it aloud to the empty house.
"Lear Tiffany,
Have taken your little sister to dancing lessons
and am going shopping afterwards . fun ' t wait supper
as your father has been called out of town. Tiff,
I'm very upset by that poster in your room. The one
that says 'Love is ... ' and has a nude couple kissing.
fu you know what it means, or what the word love means?
I don't want it to be there when I get home.
Love,
Mom"
Tiffany hoisted herself up on the cOilllter and reread the note .
She sat there for a long time, sta-ring at the note, then she sli d
off the cOilllter and went to her room.
Mrs. Stuart returned to an empty house. Unlocking the door ,
she called her daughter's name, but no one answered . Going to
Tiffany's room she saw that the poster was gone. She sighed
with relief when she saw Tiffany's note on the bed.
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Later the police detective read the note.
"I'm sick of having to look for the whys and reanings
all the tiffi2. I just want a chance to live and not
have to worry about the inside for a while. Ibn' t
worry, Mom and Dad, I'll be all right.
Tiffany"
The detective glanced at the worried parents then to
the note. Rubbing his chin, he reread the note and softly
muttered.
"I wonder what she meant by that?"

